
Universities.AC Launches a Database of Worldwide Universities 

Universities.AC Launches a database of worldwide universities; Universities.AC announced
today that they have succeeded to create the most comprehensive and effective guide for
universities around the world.

New York, NY (PRWeb) March 13, 2007 -- Universities.AC, an online leading provider of academic information
announced today that the company managed to build an online comprehensive directory for universities around
the world. According to John Metis, company's CEO, the database contains information about education systems
and thousands of higher education institutions including details about their academic divisions, the degrees and
diplomas they offer, Location and classification, General Details, Facilities, Statistics and more.
  
 Michael Hill, Co-Owner of Universities.AC says: "The database is both extensive and user friendly. We
established Universities.AC in order to create the ultimate database solution for worldwide universities. Most of
us were students or plan to be. As former students we have experienced first hand the unique needs of future
students who are looking to choose a college or university from what seems to be an endless and cumbersome
selection... that's way we decided to build this massive directory."
 
 With this new site, Universities.AC intends to control the online higher education field, their strategy to deliver
targeted traffic for universities around the globe is a new and refreshing approach to online degrees directories.
 
 Alistair Simpson, Universities.AC's President says: "I think it's a fantastic tool for students to stat preparing for
their college education. Whether our visitors are planning to start a bachelor degree, a master degree or even a
doctorate we offer everything they could possibly need in order to choose the right institute."
 
 Universities.AC directory consists of over 18,500 universities and colleges. The database contains information
about the variety of colleges and universities of over a hundred and ninety countries, together with details of the
credentials (qualifications) of each institution. Simpson adds: "The universities site provides information about
the different academic institutes of most countries, their admission requirements, recognition of foreign
credentials, student life, finances and national scholarship bodies, detailed information about credentials, their
level, details of examinations, certificates and the grading system."
 
 To search Universities.AC new database visit http://www.universities.ac 
 
 About Universities.AC
 
 Founded in 1997, Universities.AC was established in order to send targeted traffic of potential students to
universities worldwide. Founded by students and for students the site the company operates meets the
expectations and needs of students in over a hundred and fifty countries.
 Universities.AC is the largest and most efficient database of universities to date, offering extensive information
on over 18,500 universities and colleges around the globe and is committed to serve students and potential
students in finding their academic home, wherever it maybe.
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 Contact Information
 
 Universities.AC
 John Metis, CEO
 972-52-8082434
 http://www.universities.ac 
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Contact Information
 John Metis
 Universities.AC
 http://www.universities.ac
 +972-52-8082434
 

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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